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Working to create inspirational experiences for 

people who live and work in the city.

To draw out the maximum appeal of properties.

To create developments that match the 

characteristics of the area.

And to build the city for the future.

Not simply demolishing and rebuilding, 

but building the city with all our heart.

These are the kinds of sentiments instilled in our 

corporate philosophy. "Heart Into the City."

Tosei's promise is to create new value and 

inspiration in all aspects of real estate, and increase 

the appeal of cities and other urban areas.
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Under the corporate philosophy “To create new value and inspiration 

in all aspects of real estate,” the Tosei Group aims to contribute to society, 

achieve sustainable growth and increase corporate value by developing 

real estate and restoring its value, with a view of 10 to 20 years in the future.

As the social environment is changing at a dizzying pace, and people’s 

lifestyles and values are becoming more diverse, the role and value 

of real estate are also changing. In this environment, the Tosei Group 

continues to respond flexibly to these changes and create new value 

in real estate by e�ectively leveraging the total capabilities of its six main 

businesses. We aim to become an indispensable company to our stakeholders 

by continuing to develop our operations with commitment and integrity.

We look forward to your further support and cooperation.

President and CEO

The Tosei Group maintains its core real 

estate operations while pursuing unlimited 

growth opportunities in new areas.

TOP MESSAGE



"Sale & Purchase business" which sales 
and buys, buildings condominiums and 
detached houses.

The Tosei Group carries out highly stable portfolio management by managing six main businesses, the Revi-
talization Business, the Development Business, the Rental Business, the Fund and Consulting Business, 
Hotel Business,and the Property Management Business.
While the Revitalization Business and the Development Business o�er opportunities for strong earnings 
through real estate trading, the Rental Business, the Fund and Consulting Business, the Hotel Business,and 
the Property Management Business generate steady income. By taking advantage of the strength and ben-
efits of these six businesses, the Group has developed a business foundation that enables the Group to 
respond flexible to market changes. 

The Tosei Group provides products through new property development and through the revitalization of 
existing buildings for di�erent uses (o�ce buildings, residential houses, and commercial facilities, hotel and 
logistics), ranging from large-scale developments to small and midsize properties.
In new development projects, the Group aims to maximize the value of properties by selecting products 
from a range of its development programs and developing properties that are tailored to the characteristics 
of the site and to market needs. Also in revitalization business, Tosei Group increases the value of properties 
by improving the design, convenience and safety, environment-friendliness.
Tosei Group provides products that match the characteristics of real estate, using the marketing capabilities 
and research know-how honed through the Group's portfolio management.

The Tosei Group mainly focuses on Tokyo. Since its founding, the Tosei Group has consistently invested in 
properties in the Tokyo area. Through these investments, the Group has built an impressive track record in 
terms of both the size and use of the properties, and has developed sophisticated capabilities for under-
standing properties in Tokyo.
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Revitalization
Business
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Fund and Consulting
Business

Development
Business

2
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Rental
Business

5

Hotel
Business
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Property Management
Business

"Stable business" which 
generates steady income.

The Tosei Group carries 
out highly stable 

portfolio management.

～

Comprehensive real estate company
which provides 6 businesses

Managing Businesses Mainly in Tokyo

Both revitalization and development of real estate:
Tosei offers a strong lineup

*As of November 30, 2020

23wards

35%

Outskirt cities
of Tokyo

15%

Saitama
prefecture

14%

Chiba
prefecture

17%

Kanagawa
prefecture

19%

BUSINESS OVERVIEW

O�ce

Hotel

Condominium

Rental Apartment

Commercial FacilityLogistics Detached House

Breakdown of inventories
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Design
Value improvement for 

contributing to improvements 

in scenery, aesthetic, 

amenities and convenience

Security
Value improvement for crime 

prevention, disaster readiness, 

community revitalization and 

conservation

Eco friendliness
Value improvement for energy 

saving, conservation of 

resources and other services 

for a sustainable society

Tosei's Value-added service increases the appeal of diverse existing properties while maintaining and 
utilizing their individual character.
Tosei considers and chooses solutions from its lineup—based on the three primary components of 
"safety and security," "refinement and comfort" and "sustainability and environmental friendliness"—
and provides ideal value for owners and tenants alike.

Creating ideal value for customers

3 Code for value improvement

Case study

Value Up Style

In the Revitalization Business, Tosei acquires properties whose asset value has declined, 

improves their design,convenience and security, and introduces environment-friendly 

features, based on “value-up plans” that reflect local characteristics and tenant needs. 

Tosei Corporation and Tosei Revival Investment Co., Ltd. also acquire properties through 

mergers and acquisitions.

REVITALIZATION
Business

1

Renovation of 
common space

Recovering functionality, increasing 
asset value and improving tenant 
satisfaction through renovation

Increasing earning power of 
rental properties

Responding to the 
requrements of buyers

Re-purposing to SOHO

Entrance
Transformation of the 
former building owner's 
residential floor to SOHO 
o�ce specifications (small 
o�ce / home o�ce)

Revitalization Business

Comprehensive judgements 
based on attributes such as 
location, scale, age, facilities and 
structural design
Extensive property database

・

・

Good Judgement

Expertise for selecting 
properties in the Greater Tokyo 

Area, accumulated since our 
founding

Precise remodeling plans that 
increase the competitiveness of 
properties
Flexible product planning with 
consideration for improving design 
aspects, environment and comfort

・

・

Adding value to existing 
properties

Working to build relationships 
with real estate agents and 
acquire good quality information 
in a timely manner

・

Information network supporting 
all aspects of operations from 

acquisition to sale

Renovation Sales Strenghs

External appearance, entrance renovation 
 (entrances, elevator halls, planting, etc.)

internal and facilities renovation
(introduction of disaster readiness,

energy saving and security facilities)

Transformation for small-scale use
(renovating the former building owner's 

residential space 
to o�ce specifications, etc.)

tenant leasing
(improving profitability 

by improving occupancy / operation rate)

Transformation to
investment grade properties 

(restration of legal compliance)
 (renovating illegal architectural

structures, securing evacuation routes,
use beside of the original purpose,

work to correct excessive floor-area ratios,
removal of asbestos, etc.)



O�ce

Tama Center Tosei Building A large-scale o�ce building with a premise covering an area 

in excess of 5,750㎡. Users can make use of three train lines, 

with good access from the station. The building o�ers a wide 

array of o�ce sizes ranging from 10 tsubo (33㎡) to 400 

tsubo (1,322㎡), enabling use by a diverse range of tenants. In 

terms of value-up improvements, Tosei remodeled the 

entrance and refreshment rooms—among other areas—to 

create a more worker-friendly environment.

The entrance design was 
renewed to give the o�ce 
area a fresh face. A bright 
and spacious meeting / 
negotiating space and 
waiting area were also added 
as new additions.

Entrance

7 8

REVITALIZATION WORKS

The interior design, lighting, 
sofas and tables were all 
renewed and replaced. 
Massage chairs that users can 
enjoy for free were also 
introduced, complete with 
partitions for privacy.

Refresh room
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Rental apartment

T-Rhythmic Soka After acquiring this building—which a company had previously used 

as company housing for employees—in completely vacant state, 

Tosei increased its value as a rental apartment by applying 

soundproofing and remodeling it based on the concept of 

apartments for music lovers. In addition to soundproofing, the 

company housing spec cafeteria was remodeled into a party room. 

It was transformed into a space that maintains privacy while at the 

same time enabling interaction between fellow residents.

The materials of the floor, walls 
and ceilings were replaced, 
and double-glazed windows 
and window frames were 
installed to increase 
soundproofing e�ectiveness.

Soundproof work

The entrance—the face of the 
building—and shared spaces 
that are used by residents 
everyday were renovated 
with a cooler, more refined 
design.

Entrance

Restrooms and laundry pans 
were installed in the private 
areas, and trunk rooms were 
created in the spaces that 
were previously shared-use 
restrooms and laundry 
rooms. They can be used to 
store large pieces of luggage. 

Trunk room
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By laying wood decks in place of 
the dilapidated flooring in the 
common-use plaza, Tosei created a 
multi-purpose space that 
incorporates cafe space, and can be 
used for all manner of events.

Underground plaza

The restaurant was transformed 
into a space where guests can enjoy 
dining in comfort, with attention to 
detail including warm-feeling wood 
grain floors and furniture.

Restaurant

Combined commercial facility

Grosvenor Square This commercial facility is located in the Honmoku area of 

Naka-ku, Yokohama, which is popular for its well-developed 

streetscape and convenient buses. The formal-looking external 

appearance is reminiscent of a British luxury hotel, setting it 

apart from other commercial facilities and condominiums in its 

vicinity and giving it a conspicuous presence. The mixture of 

stores and o�ces, SOHO o�ce space and combined residences 

helps to create a dynamic commercial space.

Hotel

Tosei Hotel & Seminar
Makuhari

Located just two minutes' walk from Shin Narashino Station on the JR 

Keiyo Line, this hotel o�ers accommodation appropriate for corporate 

training seminars, and training camps for organizations. For this 

project, after the property was purchased, Tosei Hotel Management 

inherited the hotel operation business, and the hotel was reopened 

after renovation of the guest rooms, conference rooms, restaurants 

and entrance. In addition to corporate training and group travel, 

Tosei's value up e�orts in terms of both hard and soft aspects have 

enabled the hotel to be used for a wide range of situations, including 

events and dinner parties using the hotel's banquet halls.



With its THE PALMS series of condominiums, focusing on 
the 23 wards of Tokyo, Tosei o�ers a diverse range plans 
such as family type and DINKS, in pursuit of space design 
and planning that puts the lifestyles of residents first, 
based on the characteristics and needs 
of the local area. We also endeavor to 
plan products that give consideration 
to the environment and society, and 
provide new added value to urban 
developments. 

Tosei's THE PALMS COURT series of detached housing 
o�ers diverse product plans ranging from small to 
large-scale urban development to match local area 
characteristics and needs. We plan each individual 
residence in detail, and strive to pay 
c a r e  a n d  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  to  t h e  
environment and society, as well as 
comfort for residents.

13 14

Line up

Tosei's o�ce buildings are planned and developed with 
concepts that cater to local characteristics and make 
maximum e�ective use of the advantages of good 
locations. In addition to creating stylishly-designed 
exteriors and highly functional workspaces, we develop 
environmentally symbiotic o�ce buildings that reduce 
environmental impact.

Toranomon Tosei Building T’S BRIGHTIA Minami Aoyama

Tosei's T'S BRIGHTIA commercial facility brand delivers 
highly original commercial spaces in good locations in 
close proximity to stations around the circumference of 
the 23 wards of Tokyo, attracting quality tenants based 
on the concept of "creating spaces where the hearts of 
visitors shine radiantly, while valuing the uniqueness of 
each urban area."

THE Palms Yutenji Masterplace Palms Court Mitaka Adagio

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE Kanda

Tosei's COCONE hotel brand delivers accommodation 
facilities and services that meet diverse needs ranging 
from business to tourism, focused around highly 
convenient locations in urban centers.

O�ce Commercial
facility

Detached 
house

Condminium

Hotel

T’s Logi Hashimoto

Tosei develops its T’s Logi logistics at highly convenient 
locations that serve as hubs for wide-area delivery in the 
Greater Tokyo Area. We cater to the needs of tenants 
with flexible product planning capabilities. 

Logistics

In the Development Business, Tosei examines the characteristics of acquired land and determines 

the use that will maximize its value, choosing from a diverse product lineup that includes o�ce 

buildings, commercial facilities, condominiums and detached houses and hotels. We then develop 

and sell the properties. Tosei has its own first-class architectural o�ce to ensure craftsmanship 

and quality. In recent years, we have also focused on developing eco-friendly properties.

Tosei engages in real estate development with consideration for the environment and society.

2

Development

Creating new value

Diverse development menu to match area 
characteristics and needs

Market strategies that cater to all manner 
for sale and rental demand

Diverse market strategies

DEVELOPMENT
Business

Product planning that helps to maximize the 
value of locations
Original development plans that di�er for each 
building
Concept design with a view to the future, but 
also focusing on the history of the local area

・

・

・

Tosei caters to all manner of buyer 
demographics, from individual unit buyers to 
sale of whole buildings to companies and real 
estate funds
We constantly pursue design and planning to 
match the changing of the times

・

・
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*CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment E�ciency) is a method for 
comprehensively evaluating and rating the environmental performance of buildings. Screenings are 
conducted by a third-party organization to certify buildings that meet the required standards.

DEVELOPMENT WORKS

O�ce

Heiwajima Tosei Building

O�ce

Toranomon Tosei Building

Located nine minutes' walk from Heiwajima Station on the 

Keihin Line, this environmentally symbiotic large-scale o�ce 

building with consideration for energy saving. Taking advantage 

of its close proximity to a natural park, we created a workspace 

that encourages contact with nature. Tosei obtained an A rank 

CASBEE Building Evaluation Certification* for the building in 

recognition of comprehensive environmentally conscious 

e�orts, including rooftop greenery and the introduction of 

highly energy-e�cient equipment.

*A system that comprehensively evaluates the environmental performance of 
buildings, covering real estate for which a period of one year or more has passed 
since completion.

This o�ce building is situated in a prime location 

two minutes' walk from Kamiyacho Station on 

the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. A glass curtain wall 

was adopted for the façade, and a system was 

introduced to adjust the brightness of the rooms 

by incorporating su�cient natural light. The 

building also received an A rank CASBEE Real 

Estate Certification* in recognition of features such 

as its rooftop garden and a wealth of other 

specifications that are conscious of both the 

environment and society, such as improving the 

amount of greenery and considering tenant 

communication.

O�ce

Kamata Tosei Building

*CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment E�ciency) is a 
method for comprehensively evaluating and rating the environmental performance of 
buildings. Screenings are conducted by a third-party organization to certify buildings 
that meet the required standards.

Located three minutes' walk from Kamata 

Station on the Keihin-Tohoku Line, the Kamata 

Tosei Building is a large scale environmentally 

friendly o�ce building that pays consideration 

to energy saving. Located in a highly prosperous 

area that also o�ers abundant greenery, this 

property obtained an A rank CASBEE Building 

Evaluation Certification* in recognition of its 

harmony with the surrounding environment and 

cityscape, its adoption of equipment with highly 

energy-e�cient specifications, and its spacious 

workspace.
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This commercial facility is located around three minutes' 

walk from Tokyo Metro Omotesando Station. Large glass 

windows were placed on the brightly colored façade to 

create an open space that draw in people passing through 

the area. The property was awarded an award for business 

excellence at the 7th Business Excellence Awards hosted by 

Zenjukyo (the National Residential Real Estate Industry 

Association).

A large-scale condominium complex (243 units) located 

five minutes' walk from Sagamihara Station on the JR 

Yokohama Line. A fresh food supermarket located on the 

premises enables residents to shop conveniently at any 

time. The theme of the exterior design is "Green chain: 

connecting people, city and 

homes with greenery." The 

entrance has an open-feeling 

atr ium, which harmonizes 

beautifully with the greenery 

of the scenery visible from the 

large windows.

Condominium

THE Palms
Sagamihara Park Brightia

Commercial Facility

T’S BRIGHTIA 
Minami Aoyama
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This condominium is located in an area 

that neighbors Setagaya Park, which is 

filled with greenery and exudes a stylish 

atmosphere. The concept is that of a 

beautiful garden residence that o�ers 

relaxation. Residents can enjoy the 

seasonal changes of the wide variety of 

plants on the premises, while the beige 

and brown-based exterior creates an 

elegant appearance. It o�ers stylish, 

high-quality living for residents.

Condominium

THE Palms
Yutenji Masterplace

A large-scale condominium (162 units) 

located nine minutes' walk from Nishi-

Chofu Station on the Keio Line. All 

buildings are arranged facing southeast 

and southwest ,  ut i l iz ing the vast  

premises which cover an area of around 

5,700㎡. A diverse variety of plants 

contrast well with the calm earth tone 

of the exterior. We have also created 

four shared facilities with di�erent 

concepts to create a living environment 

that further enriches the lives of families 

and other residents.

Detached house

THE Palms Court
Kashiwa Hatsuishi

This large-scale detached houses project (95 houses in 

total) is situated eight minutes' walk from Hatsuishi Station 

on the Tobu Noda Line, which o�ers smooth access to the 

center of Tokyo (a journey time of 33 minutes to Otemachi). 

Regarding the road which connects the houses together to 

create the overall community as an important element of 

the development, Tosei established the concept of 

"communication born out of a road." The buildings are 

placed carefully along the curved roads to create a 

beautiful townscape.

Condominium

THE Palms
Chofu Manner Garden
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THE PALMS COURT Kamakura Shiromeguri is a large-scale detached 

houses project (86 houses in total) located a five-minute bus ride away 

from Ofuna Station on the JR Tokaido and Yokosuka lines, o�ering 

smooth access to both Yokohama and central Tokyo. This detached house 

community area o�ers an extensive range of attractive plan variations that 

enable residents to fully enjoy the resort-like natural environment and 

realize a diverse range of lifestyles.

Logistics

Hasuda Logistics
Project

This logistics facility is located approximately 2.4km from Shiraoka-Shobu IC 

(interchange) on the Ken-O Expressway (Metropolitan Inter-City Expressway) and 

around 6.2km from Kuki interchange on the Tohoku Expressway. This facility was 

Tosei's first freezing and refrigeration warehouse development project. It o�ers a 

high level of convenience as a wide-area delivery hub connecting the Kanto and 

Tohoku regions, and has succeeded in attracting tenants at an early stage.

Logistics

This logistics facility is located approximately 4.5km from Sagamihara IC 

(interchange) on the Ken-O Expressway (Metropolitan Inter-City Expressway), and 

22 minutes' walk from Hashimoto Station on the Keio Sagamihara Line. It o�ers 

highly convenient transportation access as a wide-area delivery base. It is well 

located for short-distance deliveries to urban areas such as Sagamihara City, and 

has succeeded in attracting tenants at an early stage.

Located a five-minute bus ride away from Hibarigaoka Station on the 

Seibu Ikebukuro Line, this detached houses project has a total of 30 

houses, with a beautiful and appealing townscape with rich natural 

surroundings, neighboring Nishi Tokyo Ikoi-no-Mori park with its extensive 

greenery. The community o�ers comfortable and secure future-oriented 

housing through various initiatives that are conscious of contributing to 

SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), including floor plans that facilitate 

a diverse range of lifestyles, equipment specifications with consideration 

for energy saving and crime prevention, and introduction of rainwater 

tanks for every residence.

T’s Logi 
Hashimoto

Detached house

THE Palms Court
Kamakura Shiromeguri

Detached house

THE Palms Court
Hibarigaoka



Kids room

Party room

Study room

T's Garden Kitakashiwa is a rental apartment. After the acquisition of the former corporate housing complex—comprised of 
three buildings with a total of 149 residential units—Tosei revitalized the property as a rental apartment and increased the 
property's earning power by renovating facilities and a portion of the private areas from the perspective of encouraging 
leasing. We created new common spaces including a children's room, party room and study room to increase the appeal of 
the apartment complex as a large-scale community, and provided a range of services that residents can make free use of. 
These added value features also contributed to leasing, and the property was sold as an almost fully occupied profitable 
apartment. This project was successful due to the combination of Tosei's property revitalization knowledge and leasing 
capabilities.

Breakdown of Properties

Breakdown of 
Properties

Others

1%

23 24

Tosei owns a diverse range of real estate properties. For this reason, we have been able to accumulate 
leasing expertise suited to each property type, including o�ces, commercial facilities, apartments, 
and logistics facilities.

From completely vacant rental apartment
 to full occupancy

3

*As of November 30, 2020

O�ce・
Commercial Facility

60%Apartment

39%

RENTAL
Business

The Rental Business provides a stable income stream through leasing of o�ce buildings, 

apartments, commercial facilities, car parks and other Group-owned properties, in the 

greater Tokyo area. We maintain and improve the value of these properties through our 

comprehensive operations that make full use of the Group's unique expertise.

Rental Business

Leasing Tenant management

Contribute to improving profitability with a 
view to sale

Capabilities to handle a wide range of 
properties, backed by a solid track record

Attract tenants based on the surrounding 
market and local area characteristics
Cater to high-level projects raising occupancy 
of completely vacant properties to full capacity.

・

・

Extensive knowledge and expertise with all 
kinds of property types, from o�ces to 
apartments and logistics facilities
Respond to tenant needs with finely tuned 
relationships

・

・



O�ce Commercial facility Apartment

Assets under management 
by asset type

Assets under management 
by region

Assets under management 
by customer

Tosei Reit Investment Corporation assets are managed 
by Tosei Asset Advisors, Inc.

Tosei's Fund and Consulting Business 
manages a total balance of 1,1234 trillion 
yen in assets entrusted to it by various 
funds and REITs (real estate investment 
trusts).
*As of November 30, 2020
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4 1,123,4billion yen

Residential 
properties

59%

Others

10%Rental 
facilities

8%

O�ce

10%

Ware 
house

11%

Hotel

2%

Tokyo 23 
Wards

50%

Kanto

19%

Kinki

14%

Kyusyu

9%

Tokai and
Chubu and

Hokuriku

6%

Others

4%

Foreign
investment 
fund

79%

Japanese
business
companies

9%

Japanese 
investment fund

6%
REIT

4%

*As of November 30, 2020

FUND AND CONSULTING
Business

In our Fund and Consulting Business, Tosei Asset Advisors, Inc. provides asset management 

services for real estate funds and manages the assets of Tosei Reit Investment Corporation. 

The services include the acquisition and disposition of properties tailored to investor needs, 

raising the occupancy rates of rental assets, and giving other kinds of advice. Tosei also 

provides consultancy and intermediary services for corporates.

Fund and Consulting Business

Extensive investment track 
record Flexible response capabilities

Balance of assets under management in 
excess of one trillion yen

Solutions catering to the requirements of 
various investors

Continuously entrusted with assets by investors 
located both in Japan and overseas
Capability of managing a diverse range of 
property types
Also manage assets for Tosei Reit Investment 
Corporation

・

・

・

Speedy and finely tuned response to high-level 
requirements of investors
・



COCONE Ueno
COCONE

Asakusakuramae

COCONE
Ueno OkachimachiCOCONE Kanda

JR Yamanote

Tokyo Metro Ginza

Shibuya Sta.

Tokyo
 Sta.

Shinjuku Sta.

Asakusa Sta.

Shinagawa Sta.
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TOSEI HOTEL COCONE was created as an urban hotel catering to a variety of needs, from business to 
sightseeing, from single guests to families and groups of female travelers, based around the concept 
of "an inn where the sound of the heart echoes." The brand name COCONE—derived from the Japa-
nese phrase "Kokoro no Oto" (meaning "Tone or Sound of the Heart")—is instilled with the desire to 
provide a place that enables guests to relax their hearts to "play" at their very best tone, like the 
strings of a musical instrument. We create hotel spaces with stylish designs that also enable guests to 
appreciate a traditional Japanese aesthetic. 

5

Tosei Hotel & Seminar Makuhari

Tosei Hotel & Seminar Makuhari is a hotel / 
accommodation facility that is also suitable 
for purposes such as corporate overnight 
training, group training camps, families, 
and group travel. It features conference 
rooms and open lounges that can be uti-
lized for a wide range of purposes, and 
restaurants which can also be used as ban-
quet halls.

All hotels within five minutes 
walking distance from 
nearest stations

Tokyo 23 Wards Map

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE Ueno

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE
Ueno Okachimachi

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE
Asakusakuramae

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE Kanda

HOTEL
Business

Tosei will move forward proactively with the development of the Tosei Hotels Cocone, hotels 

with its own brand, and with the conversion of used o�ce buildings into hotels in the Greater 

Tokyo Area. For hotel development and revitalization, we o�er optimal hotel plans to match 

local area characteristics and demand in coordination with the revitalization and 

development businesses.Management and operation of hotels are carried out by Tosei Hotel 

Management Co., Ltd. and Tosei Hotel Service Co., Ltd.

Hotel Business

Within five minutes' walking 
distance of nearest stations
Good access to tourist 
destinations and leisure facilities 
available in only a handful of 
locations around Japan

・

・

Good location

Presence in highly convenient 
areas, primarily in the Greater 

Tokyo Area

Diverse business use including 
business trips and training
Cater to tourism needs from both 
Japanese and international 
travelers
Diverse accommodation plans 
tailored to suit purpose of use

・

・

・

Cater to a diverse range of 
needs, from business to tourism 

and training

Diverse guest room types that 
allow guests to feel and 
appreciate Japan's four seasons
Full range of facilities including 
conference rooms, terraces and 
large public bathing facilities
Breakfast and drink service

・

・

・

High-quality service focused on 
comfort for guests and other 

customers

Diverse needs Hospitality
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Tosei Hotel COCONE Ueno is one minute's 
walk from Ueno Station on the Tokyo Metro 
Hibiya Line, and four minutes from the Hi-
rokoji exit of JR Ueno Station. It o�ers relax-
ing spaces with modern Japanese theme, in a 
location that is ideal for both sightseeing and 
business use. This revitalized hotel was con-
verted from a single o�ce building, through 
Tosei's process of revitalization.

HOTEL WORKS

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE Ueno

Tosei Hotel COCONE Asakusa Kuramae is sit-
uated in an ideal location for both sightsee-
ing and business, a one-minute walk from Ku-
ramae Station on the Toei Oedo Line. The 
front reception floor that welcomes guests 
into the hotel is equipped with a tearoom 
where guests can enjoy the traditional Japa-
nese atmosphere, while the guest rooms 
o�er re laxing spaces with ca lm Japa-
nese-modern interior decor.

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE
Asakusa Kuramae

Tosei Hotel COCONE Ueno Okachimachi is 
located within convenient access of five sta-
tions and six train routes, including JR Oka-
chimachi Station, all within five minutes' 
walking distance. The Japanese-style spaces 
were designed with fine attention to detail, 
o�ering guests exceptional comfort and ex-
traordinary relaxation. 

TOSEI HOTEL COCONE
Ueno Okachimachi

A multi-functional hotel located two minutes' 
walk from Shin-Narashino Station on the JR 
Keiyo Line. The entire hotel building was re-
modeled with a large-scale renewal of its 
restaurants, conference rooms, and commu-
nal bathing areas through Tosei's process of 
renovation. To renew its outdated seminar 
and accommodation facilities.

Tosei Hotel & Seminar Makuhari



Provision of integrated services to increase 
the commercial value of o�ces and 

apartments

We not only respond to customer requests, but also 
propose plans that go beyond to increase the 
commercial value of o�ces and apartments. We also 
bring added value by providing consistent services, 
from post-construction operation to maintenance.

Continuing to be a reliable presence throughout the lives of 
residents and their condominiums

The value demanded of condominiums varies according to the needs of 
residents.   We operate optimal condominium management services by 
constantly providing a diverse range of services that match the unique 
character of individual residents.

Aiming for integrated "maintenance and 
prevention" style management, creating 

together with customers

Tosei community o�ers comprehensive management 
of large-scale facilities and buildings such as 
hotels, schools and commercial facilities. We build 
comprehensive "maintenance and prevention 
type" management frameworks while responding 
to customer requests to achieve total facility 
solutions management, based on our track record 
and positive recognition in that field.

Maximizing the value of buildings by 
utilizing expertise developed through a 

wide range of business operations 

Property Management Building Management

Renewal

Condominiums
Management

Facility Management

Tosei community solves issues and problems faced 
by customers and maximizes the value of buildings 
under its management by performing tenant 
management / leasing that makes full and e�ective 
use of expertise and specialist knowledge developed 
through a wide range of operations.

Protecting building asset value through 
five management services

Tosei community maintains the value of building assets 
by providing refined and finely tuned management 
services ranging from building maintenance, 
equipment / facilities management and water supply 
and drainage hygiene management to cleaning 
management and security management, and 
implementing appropriate maintenance plans to 
combat age-related deterioration of buildings.
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6

O�ce Condominium Commercial facility Hotel Logistics facility

Tosei Community Co., Ltd. engages in comprehensive property 
management under its corporate slogan of being a company that 
make people and buildings healthier. The number of buildings now 
under management has grown to around 700, expanding from 
condominiums / apartment buildings to o�ces, commercial facilities, 
hotels, logistics facilities and school facilities.

O�ce
Commercial facility
Hotel
Logistics facility

449
properties

Condominiums

246
properties

The number of
buildings under 
management

*As of November 30, 2020

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Business

Operated by Tosei Community Co., Ltd., the Property Management Business o�ers 

comprehensive property management services including building management, security 

services, renovation and tenant leasing operations. Tosei engages in property management 

of both assets owned by Tosei Group and those owned by outside owners, providing 

services that contribute to maximizing cashflows and increasing asset value.

Property management Business

Diverse management assets

Total property management services



E S G

Tosei aims to contribute to the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) through its business 
operations. In housing development, we plan products with the aim of creating homes based 
on concepts that are kind to both people and the global environment. In the revitalization of 
pre-owned real estate, we are promoting the conservation of energy and resources, such as by 
using LED lighting throughout buildings.

Heat insulation specifications 
(equivalent to heat insulation 
performance grade 4), LED lighting, 
motion sensors and other features 
were adopted to minimize 
unnecessary power consumption.

In addition to laying water-retaining 
blocks on the exterior of the 
structure, rainwater tanks and 
plumbing components with 
water-saving specifications were 
used to reduce wastage of water 
resources.

An agreement on use of lighting was 
introduced, along with gateposts with 
streetlights, a smartphone-linked 
video intercom system and other 
features designed to protect the 
safety and security of residents and 
their families.
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・Installation of LED lighting
・Revitalization of existing properties
・Promotion of greening
・Acquiring third-party certifications

・Creating residences that cater to 
diversifying needs
・Creating pleasant working 
environments
・Support activities for affected areas

・Enhance Corporate Governance
・Compliance Education
・Information Disclosare

Aiming to contribute to the SDGs

Saving energy

SDGs achievements
THE PALMS COURT Hibarigaoka (case study)

Conserving water Ensuring peace of mind

Tosei Asset Advisors, Inc.
Fields of business: Investment management                                 
                                business

Tosei Hotel Management Co., Ltd.
Fields of business: Hotel business planning,
                                operation, and management

Tosei Community Co., Ltd.
Fields of business: Property Management 
                                Business

Tosei Revival Investment Co., Ltd.
Fields of business: Logistics Consulting Business

Tosei Hotel Service Co., Ltd.
Fields of business: Hotel and Restaurant business 
                                management and operation

Tosei Urban Home Corporation
Fields of business: Detached house development & 
                                sales, Custom home construction,
                                Realestate brokerage 

Tosei Singapore Pte. Ltd.
Fields of business: Consultancy Services Relating
                                to Real Estate

Tamachi Tosei Bldg., 4-5-4 Shibaura, Minato-ku, Tokyo

Tokyo Stock Exchange, First Section (Ticker code:8923)

Singapore Exchange, Main board (Ticker code:S2D)

6,624,890 thousand yen

63,939 million yen

6,427 million yen

509 (Consolidated)  195(Non-Consolidated)

Address

Stock Listings

Capital

Revenue

Operating Profit

Employees

：
：
：
：
：
：
：

Corporate Data

History

Main Group 
Companies

1950

1994

1996

2004

2005

2006

2011

2012

2013

2014
　

2015

2016

2018

Established as Yukari Kogyo Co., Ltd.

Seiichiro Yamaguchi appointed as President and CEO

Company name changed to Tosei Fudosan Co., Ltd.

Listed on JASDAQ Securities Exchange

Established the subsidiary Tosei Revival Investment Co., Ltd. to conduct 
corporate and business turnarounds

Made Tosei Community Co., Ltd. a consolidated subsidiary

Established the subsidiary Tosei REIT Advisors, Inc.
 (Current name: Tosei Asset Advisors, Inc.)

Company name changed to Tosei Corporation

Listed on Second Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange

Listed on First Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange

Established the subsidiary Tosei Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Listed on Main Board of Singapore Exchange

Tosei Reit Investment Corporation, which contracts out the management of 
its assets to Tosei Asset Advisors, Inc., a consolidated subsidiary of Tosei 

Corporation, listed shares on Tokyo Stock Exchange

Urban Home Corporation (Current name: Tosei Urban Home Corporation) 
has become a Group company through a merger and acquisition

Established the subsidiary Tosei Hotel Management Co., Ltd.

Established Tosei Hotel Service Co., Ltd.

TOSEI’s ESG

The Tosei Group has a mission of creating new value and inspiration in all aspects of real estate 
as a global-minded group of seasoned professionals. It regards its commitment to the Environ-
ment, Society and Governance as a priority management challenge. It will seriously address the 
social issues associated with real estate to contribute to society and achieve its own continuous 
growth.

Creating a sustainable society 

Environment Social Governance

SDGs aim to achieve

Corporate Profile

(As of November 30, 2020)

➡ Please visit our corporate site 
for the latest ESG information.

➡ Please visit our corporate site 
for the latest corporate profile data.

THE Palms Court Hibarigaoka




